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The WebMD Ignite Education Content V3 API is a RESTful API service that will support internal product
design and delivery while also enabling clients and partners to access Ignite Education content to
create dynamic and innovative consumer health engagement solutions.

This documentationwill be iterative as newservices are added to the Ignite EducationContent
solution.
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Ignite EducationContentBasics
The API will only return the content resources associated with a client’s license. Content is typically
licensed by Source (HealthSheets, Ignite Education Clinical Videos, Exit-Writer Discharge Instructions,
etc.).

Detailed tables in the Appendix provide detailed information about each content source, content type
ID and associated metadata. One table provides information for a typical clinical license and use case;
the second for a typical consumer license and use case. A third table provides detailed language codes
by content (Appendix - page XX).

Token andEndpointURL
Below are the staging and production URLs for tokens and endpoints. The client should use the URL per
the REST API staging or production credentials.

TokenURL:
Production URL: https://identity.krames.com/connect/token

EndpointURL
Production URL: https://api.krames.com/

ContentVariations
Each content resource has a variety of attributes. Some describe variants of a resource such as Version
or Language. The Content ID does not change with these variants.

● Version (Same Content ID)
● Language (Same Content ID)

Content resources in di�erent Media types (document or video) also have di�erent Content IDs.
● Media (Di�erent Content ID)

Videocontent
Videos: The request for the streaming media format includes the URL to the video in the content
delivery network (CDN) and the video transcript. The URL can be used in the video player of the client’s
choice.

Video HealthSheet: Clients can use the Video HealthSheet to print information for a consumer or
patient. The consumer can then scan the QR code or use the short link to access the video. If a client
licenses both Videos and Video HealthSheets, both resources can be accessed through the API.

ExampleofAPI requestwheremediatype=video:

https://api.krames.com/v3/content/search?terms=Cancer&AgeBin=Teen (12 - 18
yrs)&mediatype=Video
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ExampleofQRcodevideowithin client apporwebsite:

ContentVersioning
A version key will be generated and returned in the JSON response when retrieving content. By default,
the current content version will be returned via the API, when no version is specified. Search results do
not contain version information; the search index always contains the latest version of the content.

API Request to check thecontent version andAPI health:
https://api.krames.com/health
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Content Source
Ignite Education content is designed for two general use cases:

1. integration into a clinical application and workflow, and,
2. integration into a consumer-facing application.

Detailed tables in the Appendix provide an overview of the content resources available. Each content
resource is identified by a Content Type ID (numeric code) and a Source which is the text description of
the Content Type ID.

Note: The specific content sources available via the API is determined byaclient license. If the content
type is not included in the client license, it will not be returned through search or get content requests.

LanguagesSupported
Language is a required attribute of any content item. All API endpoints utilize an HTTP
accepts-language header, AND a querystring parameter for language, these will default toen if
unspecified. The value of the query string parameter language will take precedence over the
accept-language header.

This will pull all the English articles

Accept-Language – en or blank, this will retrieve all the English articles under the license.
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Accept-Language – es, this will retrieve all the Spanish articles under the license.
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https://api.krames.com/v3/content/82−116092en

Table 3 in the Appendix provides an overview of the content and the languages supported. Ignite
Education uses the ISO 639−1 Code standards for language abbreviations, and ISO 639−2 for
languages that are unavailable in ISO 639−1.

When using the GET content endpoint, this language parameter will be used to retrieve the document in
the language the parameter specifies, if it is available. When calling the Search endpoint with a
language parameter in this way, this will search Ignite Education content that is available in that
language. So, any terms present in a search performed in this manner will need to also be in the same
language that was specified.

SegmentedContent
Segmented content enables a client to request a specific section of a document to display or to enable
a client to control the navigation within a segmented document. Segments have been defined for a
small set of content assets from the Consumer Health Library. Within this content type, standard
segments have been defined and can be identified. See Table 4 in the Appendix for detailed
information.

Endpoint BaseURL
The content endpoints described below should use this base URL:

Production URL: https://api.krames.com/
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Requests to these endpoints require authorization. Authorization should be sent in a header with the
key “Authorization”, and the value should be “bearer <your token from the identity
server>”.

Production environments
We recommend completing all development against the Ignite Education API in our production
environment.

Authentication
To retrieve a bearer token, an authorization request should be made to our identity server using:
https://identity.krames.com/connect/token

This authorization request has the following parameters: (Replace client_id and client_secret values
with the values provided to you).

The authorization request will respond with JSON similar to:
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Unless explicitly stated, all API calls here require an OAuth Bearer Token. This token ties the request to a
license unless it is a system-level token.The bearer token should be sent using the Authorization header,
and prefixed with ‘Bearer ’or put in the Token section of POSTMAN or any other API platform.
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ListLicensedContentTypes

Returns a distinct list of Content Types assigned to the client's license.

https://api.krames.com/{client_name}/Content.svc/ListLicensedContentTypes

client_name - This is the username for the API credentials. If it doesn’t work with the username, please
reach out to the Ignite Education team.

ListLicenseUpdates

Return a list of content that has been added to or deleted from a license, and licensed content that was
updated, after a given date.

https://api.krames.com/{client_name}/Content.svc/ListLicenseUpdates?xmlRequest=<LicenseUpda
teRequest StartDate="2024−02−15" IncludeBlocked="false" />

client_name - This is the username for the API credentials. If it doesn’t work with the username, please
reach out to the Ignite Education team.
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Browse-basednavigation
There are two categorization options when building browser-based navigation with Ignite Education
content.

ServicelineHierarchy: Servicelines are a type of metadata applied to content. It Defines the clinical
service line and organizes resources into a browsable hierarchy.

● Contains up to 3 hierarchical levels. For example,
○ Adult
○ Adult\Asthma
○ Adult\Asthma\Asthma
○ Adult\Asthma\Asthma, Attack
○ Adult\Asthma\Asthma, Exercise
○ Pediatrics
○ Pediatrics\Adolescent Medicine
○ Pediatrics\Adolescent Medicine\Eating Disorders
○ Pediatrics\Adolescent Medicine\Growth And Development
○ Pediatrics\Adolescent Medicine\Safety,Firearms
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CollectionHierarchy: Collections are groups of content that can be licensed for client use. It defines
groupings of content resources based on some legacy WebMD Ignite content sources. This can also be
used to mimic the structure of the consumer health library.

ServicelineHierarchy
There is a single endpoint that can be used to retrieve the Serviceline hierarchy from the API; this
endpoint will return all 3 levels of the hierarchy in JSON format.

When utilizing this hierarchy information using the search endpoint to retrieve documents that belong
to a particular node in the hierarchy, you should pass the path attribute of the node to the search using
theservicelineparameter.

Example: To retrieve all the documents located in theAdult\Asthma node, I would pass that path to
the search like this:

ServicelinePath
GET /v3/content/Search?serviceline=Adult\Adolescent%20Medicine
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Serviceline:
https://api.krames.com/v3/service_line
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NOTE: Path values in JSON may need to be unescaped.

Please see the below screenshot for the API request to retrieve serviceline in JSON format
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Technical Specifications

Resource -GET https://api.krames.com/v3/service_line

Description An API endpoint that returns the entire serviceline hierarchy in JSON format.

POSTMAN-
API Request

Parameters This endpoint has no parameters.
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ReturnValues 200 Success
[

{
"name": "Adult",

"path": "Adult",

"children": [

{

"name": "Adolescent Medicine",

"path": "Adult\\Adolescent Medicine",

"children": [

{

"name": "Acne",

"path": "Adult\\Adolescent Medicine\\Acne"

},

{

"name": "Adjustment Disorders",

"path": "Adult\\Adolescent Medicine\\Adjustment

Disorders"

},

{

"name": "Adolescent Medicine",

"path": "Adult\\Adolescent Medicine\\Adolescent

Medicine"

},

...

]

}

...

]

}

Resource -GET https://api.krames.com//{Client Name}/Content.svc/GetAllServicelineAudiences

Description An API endpoint that returns the main folders under a serviceline in JSON format.
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POSTMAN-
API Request

Parameters This endpoint has no parameters.

ReturnValues <?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>

<ServicelineAudiences>

    <Audience>Adult</Audience>

    <Audience>Pediatrics</Audience>

</ServicelineAudiences>

CollectionHierarchies
There are two endpoints that can be used to retrieve the Collection hierarchies from the API. One is for
retrieving the top-level Collections in JSON format, and the second is for retrieving the details of that
collection (full collection hierarchy) in JSON format.

Use the search endpoint to retrieve documents that belong to a particular node in the hierarchy,
construct a path using the names of the nodes in the hierarchy path you want to retrieve documents for,
and pass that path to the search using thecollectionPathparameter.

There are two types of collection: Standard Collection and Dynamic Collection

StandardCollection: Can contain multiple content types and are broken down into subtopics

GET - https://api.krames.com/v3/collection
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DynamicCollection: It contains only one type of content, like 138 for Videos, or 208 (203− old
contentTypeID) for Drug Sheets, or 6 for HealthDay News. They are automatically updated when new
content is added.
GET - https://api.krames.com/v3/dynamicCollection
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Example: To retrieve all the documents/articles located in the Exit-WriterED\Diagnosis\Allergy node,
use the following type of request:
GET

https://api.krames.com/v3/content/search?collectionPath=ExitWriterED\Diagnosis\Allergy

NOTE: Path values in JSON may need to be unescaped.

Please see the screenshot below for this API request.

Resource GET - https://api.krames.com/v3/collection

Description Retrieves the collections that are available in your license in JSON format.

POSTMAN-API
Call

Parameters None

ReturnValues 200 Success
{

    "total": 58,

    "collections": [

        {

            "rootSubtopicId": 47517,

            "collectionName": "About This Site-v3.5"

        },

        {

            "rootSubtopicId": 55432,

            "collectionName": "Coronavirus_all_resources"

        },
...

]
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},
}

500
{
errors: [<String>]

}

Resource GET https://api.krames.com/v3/collection/{subtopicId}

Description Retrieves the collections that are available subtopicid under a collection in your
license

Parameters subtopicId: one of the rootSubtopicIds from the call to the /v3/collection endpoint.

POSTMAN-API
Call

ReturnValues 200 Success
{

    "subtopic": {

        "subtopicId": "3595",

        "name": "Herbs, Vitamins and Supplements",

        "path": "Herbs, Vitamins and Supplements",

        "total": "5",

        "subtopicList": [

            {
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                "subtopicId": "3596",

                "name": "Amino Acids",

                "path": "Herbs, Vitamins and Supplements\\Amino Acids",

                "subtopicList": []

            },
...

]
}

500
{
errors: [<String>]

}

Resource GET https://api.krames.com/v3/content/search?collectionPath={{collectionPath}}

Description An API endpoint that returns the entire number of articles under a Collection
hierarchy in JSON format in your license.

Parameters {{collectionPath}}

POSTMAN-API
Request

ReturnValues 200 Success
[

{

"total": 11,
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"data": [

        {

            "Title": "Food Sensitivity",

            "ContentTypeID": 82,

            "ContentID": "116092en",

            "Sex": [

                "Female",

                "Male"

            ],

            "AgeBin": [

                "Infant (0 - 11 mo)",

                "Childhood (11 mo - 12 yrs)",

                "Teen (12 - 18 yrs)",

                "Adult (18+)",

                "Senior"

            ],

            "Source": [

                "Exit Writer Discharge Instructions"

            ],

            "MediaType": [

                "Document"

            ],

            "Score": 9.780883,

            "PopularityScore": 0

        },

        {

            "Title": "Anaphylaxis",

            "ContentTypeID": 82,

            "ContentID": "115719en",

            "Sex": [

                "Female",

                "Male"

            ],

            "AgeBin": [

                "Teen (12 - 18 yrs)",
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"Adult (18+)",

                "Senior"

            ],

            "Source": [

                "Exit Writer Discharge Instructions"

            ],

            "MediaType": [

                "Document"

            ],

            "Score": 9.179846,

            "PopularityScore": 0

        },
...
]

500
{
errors: [<String>]

}
}

Resource GET https://api.krames.com/v3/content/82-116092en

Description An API endpoint that returns the specific articles under a collection in JSON format.

Parameters None
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POSTMAN-API
Request

ReturnValues 200 Success
[

{

    "id": "82-116092en",

    "metadata": {

        "viewCount": 1,

        "contentTypeID": 82,

        "contentID": "116092en",
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        "isCustom": false,

        "blocked": false,

        "isValid": true,

        "createdDate": "4/4/2008",

        "lastModifiedDate": "3/5/2022",

        "lastReviewedDate": "3/1/2022",

        "mediaType": "Document",

        "publishedDate": "3/5/2022 19:31:00",

        "languageCode": "en",

        "languageDirection": "ltr",

        "language": "English",

        "regularTitle": "Food Sensitivity",

        "nativeLanguageTitle": "Food Sensitivity",

        "invertedTitle": "",

        "blurb": "<p>A food sensitivity reaction (food intolerance) occurs if you eat food
s that your body      cannot digest properly. Food intolerance is often confused with a
 food allergy. Intolerance      is from a lack of specific digestive enzymes. However, thi
s is not an allergic reaction.      Read on to learn more.   </p>",

        "keywords": [

},

...

]

500

{

errors: [<String>]

}

}

Resource GET https://api.krames.com/v3/content/82-116092en

Description An API endpoint that returns the specific articles under a collection in JSON format
for a Spanish article

Header Accept-Language - es
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ReturnValues 200 Success
[

{

    "id": "82-116092en",

    "metadata": {

        "viewCount": 1,

        "contentTypeID": 82,

        "contentID": "116092en",

        "isCustom": false,

        "blocked": false,

        "isValid": true,

        "createdDate": "4/4/2008",

        "lastModifiedDate": "3/5/2022",

        "lastReviewedDate": "3/1/2022",

        "mediaType": "Document",

        "publishedDate": "3/5/2022 19:31:00",

        "languageCode": "en",

        "languageDirection": "ltr",

        "language": "English",

        "regularTitle": "Food Sensitivity",

        "nativeLanguageTitle": "Food Sensitivity",

        "invertedTitle": "",

        "blurb": "<p>A food sensitivity reaction (food intolerance) occurs if you eat food
s that your body      cannot digest properly. Food intolerance is often confused with a
 food allergy. Intolerance      is from a lack of specific digestive enzymes. However, thi
s is not an allergic reaction.      Read on to learn more.   </p>",

        "keywords": [

},

...

]

500

{

errors: [<String>]
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}

}

SearchContent

Twosearchoptions: TermandAggregates
All Ignite Education content is tagged with metadata. The metadata is a list of key/value pairs. See the
table above for the metadata associated with each content type.

TermSearch
Searching by terms uses a full-text search over text fields like Title, Body, and Keywords. The Term
search uses stemming, partial word matching, and synonyms.

TermsSearch Examples forQueryParameters:
1. terms = Diabetes

There are 1982 articles for this license that contain the term diabetes in the Title, body, and
keywords.
https://api.krames.com /v3/content/search?terms=Diabetes

2. terms = Breast Cancer
There are 299 articles for this license which consist of the term Breast Cancer in Title, body and
keywords.

Query Parameters:
terms = Breast Cancer

https://api.krames.com /v3/content/search?terms=Breast Cancer
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3. terms=Bladder Cancer

Query Parameters:
terms=Bladder Cancer
select = Title,ContentTypeID,ContentID,Source and collectionPath= Integrated Cancer
Center\Specific Cancers\Bladder Cancer
collectionPath = Integrated Cancer Center\Specific Cancers\Bladder Cancer

There are 34 articles for this license which consist of the term Bladder Cancer and
collectionPath= Integrated Cancer Center\Specific Cancers\Bladder Cancer in Title, body and
keywords. This is more specific search to find articles under a collection folder

https://api.krames.com/v3/content/search?terms=Bladder
Cancer&select=Title,ContentTypeID,ContentID,Source and collectionPath= Integrated
Cancer Center\Specific Cancers\Bladder Cancer&collectionPath=Integrated Cancer
Center\Specific Cancers\Bladder Cancer
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4. terms = sore throat

Query Params:
terms = sore throat
select =
Title,ContentTypeID,ContentID,RxNORM,NDC,RxNorm,NDC,ICD10CM,SNOMED,LOINC,Sourc
e

There are 334 articles for this license which consist of the term sore throat in Title, body, and
keywords.
https://api.krames.com/v3/content/search?terms=sore
throat&select=Title,ContentTypeID,ContentID,RxNORM,NDC,RxNorm,NDC,ICD10CM,SNOME
D,LOINC,Source

There are 4421 articles related to Sore throat
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5. terms – fever, Covid-19
There are 3316 articles for this license which consist of the term fever, Covid-19 in Title, body and
keywords.

Query Params:
terms = fever, Covid-19

https://api.krames.com/v3/content/search?terms=fever, Covid-19
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Aggregate Filters
Aggregate filters are done using the aggregate buckets and values returned in the search results. These
buckets and values are dynamic and will only include buckets and values that apply to the content
contained in the current search results. Implementations of these filters should target buckets and
values, not specific bucket names or specific values, as these will change with every search result.

Some examples of buckets:

● AgeBin: [[Infant (0−11 mo), Child (11 mo – 12 yrs), Teen (12−18 yrs), Adult (18−64 yrs), Senior (65)], if
no value is specified, all resources are returned.

Query Params:
Terms – Cancer
AgeBin – Teen (12 – 18 yrs)

https://api.krames.com/v3/content/search?terms=Cancer&AgeBin=Teen (12 - 18 yrs)&=

● Sex:[Male, Female], if no value is specified, all resources are returned.

Query Params:
Terms – Breast Cancer,
aggregate filter (sex) - Male
https://api.krames.com/v3/content/search?terms=Breast Cancer&sex=Male
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This API call will retrieve all the articles related to the search terms “Breast Cancer” and
aggregate filter (Sex = Male)

● MediaType:[Document, Streaming Media]

Query Params:
Terms – Cancer
AgeBin - Teen (12 - 18 yrs)
Mediatype- Video
https://api.staging.krames.com/v3/content/search?terms=Cancer&AgeBin=Teen (12 - 18
yrs)&mediatype=Video
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● Sources: [HealthSheets, Custom Content Exit-Writer, Drug Sheets]. See
complete list of content sources above

DrugSheetsAPICall: https://api.krames.com/v3/content/Search?Source=Drug Sheets -
Rolled Up
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Query Params:
Terms – Heart Disease
Source – Wellness Library
https://api.krames.com/v3/content/search?terms=Heart Disease&Source=Wellness Library
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CustomContent Search:Below is the API call to search all the custom content in a license.

https://api.krames.com/v3/content/search?Source=Client Content&=

CodeFilters
Filtering by code supports content retrieval using standard clinical lexicons such as ICD-10−CM,
ICD-10−PCS, SNOMED, CPT, LOINC, HCPCS, NDC and RxNORM. These codes are applied using query
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string parameters, but are not present in the Aggregate Filters. To utilize these filters, the client must
have knowledge of what code they intend to search on, as the search results do not contain this
information.

Query Params: SNOMED - 10633002

Query Params -MESH - D010051 and ICD10CM – C56

Pagination
By default, search results are returned in pages of 10, starting at the first page. To paginate through the
content, the limit andoffsetparameters are available.
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Setting thelimitparameter will change the page size, and setting theoffsetwill change where you
are in the results.

The search results include atotal value that indicates the total number of records in the result set.
Using thistotal, limit, andoffset, full pagination of the search results is available.

There are 4 examples listed below on how to use limit parameters and one example with limit and o�set.

1. No limit parameters.
This will pull the first 10 results in the search query for the terms=cancer

2. Limit parameters set to >10 and <100
The below API call will retrieve first limit-20 results for the search term = cancer.
https://api.krames.com/v3/content/search?terms=cancer&limit=20
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3. limit parameter set to >100
https://api.krames.com/v3/content/search?terms=cancer&limit=200
The maximum resultset in an API call will always be 100. The below API call will only first pull 100
titles with the term cancer even if the limit is set to 200.

4. limit parameter set to >10 and o�set>2
https://api.krames.com/v3/content/search?terms=cancer&limit=10&o�set=2
o�set will change where you are in the resultset and will pull the first ten results from that
location
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Selecting Fields
By default, the results contain the following fields:

1. Title
2. ContentTypeID
3. ContentID
4. Sex
5. AgeBin
6. Source
7. MediaType
8. Score (This is an internal field that represents the relevancy score)

The fields that are selected when a search is executed can be specified using the select parameter. GET
/v3/content/Search?select=Title,ContentTypeID,ContentIDwould return only those 3
fields.

Available fields for selecting include:

● CollectionID
● RXNORM
● ICD10CM
● ICD10PCS
● NDC
● MediaType
● MESH
● SNOMED
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● HCPCS
● CPT
● LOINC
● ICD9
● Language
● Blurb
● Keywords

Content&Termsblocking
The RESTful API now supports content & term blocking. This functionality prevents results to be
displaced or that specific content from showing up in the response of the search endpoint. To enable
this functionality, please reach out to the Ignite Education implementation team with the list of terms or
content you want to be blocked from the search endpoint.
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Technical Specifications

Resource GET /v3/content/Search

Description The core search endpoint for searching content.

Parameters HTTP Headers:

accepts-language the content language, default to en.
Querystring Parameters (all optional):
language: en //Overwrites any accepts-language header, defaults to
'en'
terms: <String>
rxnorm: [<String>, <String>]
sex: [<String>, <String>]
icd10pcs: [<String>, <String>]
icd10cm: [<String>, <String>]
snomed: [<String>, <String>]
hcpcs: [<String>, <String>]
ndc: [<String>, <String>]
mesh: [<String>, <String>]
loinc: [<String>, <String>]
ageBin: [<String>, <String>]
cptcode: [<String>, <String>]
source: [<String>, <String>]
mediatype: [<String>, <String>]
select: [<String>, <String>]
icd9code: [<String>, <String>]
limit: <Integer> // Default: 10
offset: <Integer> // Default: 0
select: [<String>, <String>]

ReturnValues 200 Success
{

"total": 217,
"data": [

{
"title": <String>,
"contentTypeId": <Integer>,
"contentId": <String>,
<String: Aggregation Name>: [
<String>

],
…,
"score": 7.0069566

}
],
"aggregations": [

{
"name": “Aggregation “Name,
"aggregationValues": {

“abc”: 209,
“xyz”: 193
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}
}

]
}

500
{
errors: [<String>]

}
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Content Retrieval

APICalls Parameters

https://api.krames.com/

https://api.krames.com/v3/collection

https://api.krames.com/v3/collection/{subtopicId} subtopicId

https://api.krames.com/v3/content/search?collectionPath={{collecti
onPath}}

collectionPath

https://api.krames.com/v3/content/{ContentTypeID}-{ContentID} ContentTypeID and ContentID

https://api.krames.com/v3/service_line

https://api.krames.com/KODI_Sigmoid/Content.svc/GetAllServiceli
neAudiences

https://api.krames.com/v3/content/search?terms={keyword} Terms={keywords}

https://api.krames.com/v3/content/search?terms={keywords}
Cancer& select=Title,ContentTypeID,ContentID,Source and
Cancer&collectionPath={collectionPath}

Terms, select, collectionPath

https://api.krames.com/v3/content/search?terms={keyword}&selec
t=Title,ContentTypeID,ContentID,RxNORM,NDC,RxNorm,NDC,ICD10
CM,SNOMED,LOINC,Source

https://api.krames.com/v3/content/search?terms={keywords}
&select=Title,ContentTypeID,ContentID,RxNORM,NDC,RxNorm,NDC,
ICD10CM,SNOMED,LOINC,Source

Terms, select

https://api.krames.com/v3/content/search?terms={keywords}
&AgeBin={AgeBin}

Terms, AgeBin

https://api.krames.com/v3/content/search?terms={keywords}&sex=
{GENDER]

Terms, sex

https://api.krames.com/v3/content/search?terms={Keywords}&Age
Bin={AgeBin}&mediatype={mediatype}

Terms, sex, mediatype

https://api.krames.com/v3/content/search?terms={keywords}&Sour
ce={SourceName}

Terms, Source

https://api.krames.com/health
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UseCases

RelatedContent
Related content can be obtained by using MeSH codes from either a Get Content request, or by
selecting the MeSH codes in the search response, and executing a second search request using the
MeSH code as a filter. The resulting search results would include documents related to the source
content.

Example:

Perform a search:
GET /v3/content/Search?terms=diabetes

Select a document and retrieve:
GET /v3/content/123−1234

In the response from the get content call, we can see a MeSH code in the metadata of that response.
We could display this document to a user, along with related documents, by executing a search using
the MeSH code that was present in the document:

Get related content:
GET /v3/content/Search?MESH=98765

The results returned from this related content search can be displayed along with the contents of the
document being displayed to inform the user of other content that is related to the document they are
looking at.
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APPENDIX
Each content resource is identified by a Content Type ID (numeric code) and a Source which is the text
description of the Content Type ID.
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Clinical Content
The table below provides detailed information on each content Source and Content Type ID included in
a typical Clinical user license. The content included in a specific client’s license may be di�erent. Only
licensed content will be available through the API.

Note: The number of resources and languages will be continually updated with each content update.
The information provided below is for illustrative purposes only.

Consult theQuarterlyContentUpdatedocumentation for current content counts and language
support.

Source StandardDescription
Content
Type ID

PossibleMetadata
Note: Assignedmetadatadepends
on the topic

Health Sheets Patient Education documents
that provide education on
conditions, self-management
and treatment options.

3 MeSH, ICD-10−CM, ICD-10−PCS,
SNOMED, CPT, LOINC, HCPCS,
Serviceline, Age Bin, Sex, Keywords

Exit-Writer
Discharge
Instructions

Discharge documents that
provide patients with about a
common diagnosis or health
concern with information on
when to seek additional care.

82 MeSH, ICD-10−CM, ICD-10−PCS,
SNOMED, CPT, LOINC, HCPCS,
Serviceline, Age Bin, Sex, Keywords

Lab Tests Documents that help patients
understand procedures and lab
tests and range of results
(normal, below and above
normal ranges).

167 MeSH, ICD-10−CM, ICD-10−PCS,
SNOMED, CPT, LOINC, HCPCS,
Serviceline, Age Bin, Sex, Keywords

Greystone-
Pediatric

Patient Education focussed on
conditions, treatment, and
self-management options and
the special needs of pediatric
patients.

90 MeSH, ICD-10−CM, ICD-10−PCS,
SNOMED, CPT, LOINC, HCPCS,
Serviceline, Age Bin, Sex, Keywords

DrugSheets -
RolledUp

Documents that provide
people with information about
prescription drugs.

208 RxNORM, NDC

Disease
Management

Selected resources only.
Chronic condition resources.

56 MeSH, ICD-10−CM, ICD-10−PCS,
SNOMED, CPT, LOINC, HCPCS,
Serviceline, Age Bin, Sex,
Keywords
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GreystoneAdult Selected resources only.
Patient Education documents
that provide education on
conditions, self-management
and treatment options.

85 MeSH, ICD-10−CM, ICD-10−PCS,
SNOMED, CPT, LOINC, HCPCS,
Serviceline, Age Bin, Sex, Keywords

SccDiseases and
Conditions

Selected resources only. 134 MeSH, ICD-10−CM, ICD-10−PCS,
SNOMED, CPT, LOINC, HCPCS,
Serviceline, Age Bin, Sex, Keywords

Wellness Library Selected resources only. 1 MeSH, ICD-10−CM, ICD-10−PCS,
SNOMED, CPT, LOINC, HCPCS,
Serviceline, Age Bin, Sex, Keywords

Cancer Source Selected resources only. 34 MeSH, ICD-10−CM, ICD-10−PCS,
SNOMED, CPT, LOINC, HCPCS,
Serviceline, Age Bin, Sex, Keywords

SccDiseases and
Conditions -
Pediatric

Selected resources only. 160 MeSH, ICD-10−CM, ICD-10−PCS,
SNOMED, CPT, LOINC, HCPCS,
Serviceline, Age Bin, Sex, Keywords

Scc Tests and
Procedures

Selected resources only.
Documents that help patients
understand procedures and lab
tests and range of results.

135 MeSH, ICD-10−CM, ICD-10−PCS,
SNOMED, CPT, LOINC, HCPCS,
Serviceline, Age Bin, Sex, Keywords

Greystone Tests
andProcedures

Selected resources only. 92 MeSH, ICD-10−CM, ICD-10−PCS,
SNOMED, CPT, LOINC, HCPCS,
Serviceline, Age Bin, Sex, Keywords

Scc Tests and
Procedures -
Pediatric

Selected resources only.
Documents that help patients
understand procedures and lab
tests and range of results.

161 MeSH, ICD-10−CM, ICD-10−PCS,
SNOMED, CPT, LOINC, HCPCS,
Serviceline, Age Bin, Sex, Keywords

KidsHealth
Discharge
Instructions

Optional: Available for
additional licensing.
3rd Party content focussed on
conditions, treatment, and
self-management options and
the special needs of pediatric
patients.

187 MeSH, ICD-10−CM, ICD-10−PCS,
SNOMED, CPT, LOINC, HCPCS,
Serviceline, Age Bin, Sex, Keywords
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Ignite Education
Clinical Videos -
Includes
Step-by-step
animation videos

Ignite Education videos that
address common conditions,
teach self-management skills.

138 MeSH, ICD-10−CM, ICD-10−PCS,
SNOMED, CPT, LOINC, HCPCS,
Serviceline, Age Bin, Sex, Keywords

TWNVideos TWN videos that address
common conditions, teach
self-management skills.

207 MeSH, ICD-10−CM, ICD-10−PCS,
SNOMED, CPT, LOINC, HCPCS,
Serviceline, Age Bin, Sex, Keywords

ViewMedica
Videos

Third party videos to educate
patients on how to administer
specific medications.

198

VUCAVideos:
Administration

Third party videos to educate
patients on how to administer
specific medications.

192 Keyword

VUCAVideos:
Condition

Third party videos to educate
patients on medications for
specific conditions.

193 Keyword

VUCAVideos:
Medication

Third party videos to educate
patients on medications.

194 RxNORM, NDC

KidsHealthVideos Third party videos to educate
patients on how to administer
specific medications.

KidsHealth Videos can be used
within Krames on FHIR, too.

202

Video
HealthSheet

Printable description of a
video, including abstract, QR
code and short URL.

188 MeSH, ICD-10−CM, ICD-10−PCS,
SNOMED, CPT, LOINC, HCPCS,
Serviceline, Age Bin, Sex, Keywords

TheWellness
NetworkVideo
HealthSheets

Printable description of a
video, including abstract, QR
code and short URL

209

ViewMedica
VideoSheets

Printable description of a
video, including abstract, QR
code and short URL

200

KidsHealthVideo
Sheets

Printable description of a
video, including abstract, QR
code and short URL.

204
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VUCAVideo
Sheets

Printable description of a
video, including abstract, QR
code and short URL

201

Client’sCustom
Content

Customized documents
specific to a client.

22 Determined by each client
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ConsumerResources
Clients may also license content from the Consumer Health Library. The table below provides detailed
information on the Content Source and corresponding Content Type ID and possible metadata. The
content listed below represents the content included for a typical consumer use case. The content
included in a specific client’s license may be di�erent. Only licensed content will be available through
the API.

Content Type
Name StandardDescription Content

Type ID
PossibleMetadata
Note:Actualmetadata
dependson the topic

Wellness Library Education focussed on lifestyle
and wellness topics.

1 MeSH, Serviceline,
Keywords

ICM Health &
Wellness

Consumer Education documents
that provide education on
conditions, self-management and
treatment options.

197 MeSH, Serviceline,
Keywords

Prevention Planner Consumer Education documents
that provide education on
preventive services.

43 MeSH, Serviceline,
Keywords

Greystone Adult
*HasSegments

Consumer Education documents
that provide education on
conditions, self-management and
treatment options.

85 MeSH, Serviceline,
Keywords

Scc Diseases and
Conditions
*HasSegments

Consumer Education documents
that provide education on
conditions, self-management and
treatment options.

134 MeSH, Serviceline,
Keywords

Lab Tests Documents that help patients
understand procedures and lab
tests and range of results.

167 MeSH, Serviceline,
Keywords

Scc Tests and
Procedures
*HasSegments

Documents that help patients
understand procedures and lab
tests.

135 MeSH, Serviceline,
Keywords

Greystone Tests and
Procedures
*HasSegments

Documents that help patients
understand lab tests

92 MeSH, Serviceline,
Keywords
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Scc Diseases and
Conditions -
Pediatric
*HasSegments

Consumer Education documents
that provide education on
conditions, self-management and
treatment options for pediatric
patients.

160 MeSH, Serviceline,
Keywords

Greystone Pediatrics
*HasSegments

Education focussed on
conditions, treatment, and
self-management options and the
special needs of pediatric
patients.

90 MeSH, Serviceline,
Keywords

Scc Tests and
Procedures
-Pediatric
*HasSegments

Education focussed on Tests and
Procedures options and the
special needs of pediatric
patients.

161 MeSH, Serviceline,
Keywords

Disease
Management

Chronic condition resources. 56 MeSH, Serviceline,
Keywords

Recipes Variety of healthier-option
recipes.

30 MeSH, Serviceline,
Keywords

Cancer Source Education focussed on
cancer-related topics

34 MeSH, Serviceline,
Keywords

Cancer FAQs Education focussed on
cancer-related topics.

35

Quizzes Interactive resources. 40 MeSH, Serviceline,
Keywords

Risk Assessments Interactive resources. 42 MeSH, Serviceline,
Keywords

Calculators Interactive resources. 41 MeSH, Serviceline,
Keywords

Greystone
Newsletters

Newsletter style resources. 88 Keywords

Ignite Education
Clinical Videos

Ignite Education videos that
address common conditions, teach
self-management skills.

138 MeSH, ICD-10−CM,
ICD-10−PCS, SNOMED,
CPT, LOINC, HCPCS,
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Includes
approximately 100
Step-by-step
animation videos

Serviceline, Age Bin, Sex,
Keywords

Client’sCustom
Content

Customized documents specific to
a client.

22 Determined by client

Drug Sheets - Rolled
Up

Third-party brand and generic
prescription drug content.

203 - old
208 - new

RxNORM, NDC

Nutrition Facts Third party content with nutrition
facts for common foods.

20

Nutritional
Supplement Advisor

Third-party content with
information on dietary
supplements.

19
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Languages
Ignite Education provides content in 3 language sets: basic, plus, and premium, depending on the
content source. See the table below for the content type associated with a language. Note that some
specific resources may be o�ered in additional languages.

Content Source
Standard Languages:
(ISO639)

Optional Languages, dependon the
specific resource

Basic Language EN
ES

English
Spanish

Plus Language ZH
ZH-C
N
DE
RU
VI

Chinese
Chinese
Simplified
German
Portuguese
Russian
Vietnamese

Premium Language AR
FR
HT
HI
IT
JO
KO
PL
TGL

Arabic
French
Haitian-Creole
Hindi
Italian
Japanese
Korea
Polish
Tagalog

LabSheets en
es

English
Spanish

DrugSheets en
es

English
Spanish

Ignite EducationClinical Videos en
es

English
Spanish

Step-by-stepanimationVideos
(Ignite EducationClinical Video
collection)

en
es

English
Spanish

Consumer Health Library en English Selected titles are available in
Spanish
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SegmentedContent
Segmented content is available for the content sources below.

Please note: Not all articles in the Source below contain segments. The segments are not required. For
example, “Call 911” may not be available for all conditions.

Source Available Segments

Greystone Adult
Greystone Pediatric
Scc Diseases and Conditions

Overview
Causes
Symptoms
Diagnosis
Treatment
Prevention
Living With
When to Call a Healthcare Provider
Call 911
Key Points
Next Steps

Greystone Tests and Procedures
Scc Tests and Procedures
Scc Tests and Procedures - Pediatric

Overview
Purpose
Risks
Preparation
During the Test
After the Test
Next Steps
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